This important message is for those who want genius level learning ability…

…Let Einstein himself show you…

“How to Achieve Your Secret ‘Genius Factor,’ and Breeze Through Quizzes, Tests, Work Trainings, Projects, Classes, and More, by Using the Hidden Method From the Greatest Master Intellectuals and Creatives of All Time”

Dear Aspiring Creative Genius and Intellectual,

If you’re ready to start thinking like the most creative… inventive… and smartest people of the last 2,500 years… and you want to learn how to do it in an fun and easy way… 

…then this is something you don’t want to miss out on.

Because soon, you’ll be able to rewire your brain so you can…

…Think like science legend, Albert Einstein… Nobel prize winner in physics “for his services to theoretical physics and… his discovery of the law of the photoelectric effect.”

…Visualize like artistic master, Leonardo Da Vinci… who’s creative genius allowed him to create a piece called “Salvator Mundi…” which recently sold in an auction for $450,312,500… in only 19 minutes.

…And reason like philosophical expert, Socrates… the father of Western philosophy… and creator of the “Socratic Method…” the critical thinking technique that neutralizes… contradictions in your thinking.

The difference between you and “geniuses”

 Learning shouldn’t be boring.

Or difficult.

Or tedious.

But many times it is. And that means any time you want to improve your self…

The temptation to head over to Netflix, and binge your favorite show… is all too easy.

On the other hand, the happy… fulfilled… and successful people… are breezing through life as if on easy-mode. 

They pick things up with lightning-bolt speed. And it seems like they can learn anything with no problems at all.

For those people who can absorb information with ease, guess what - they can do anything and get what they want in life.

Life is simple (in theory at least)

If life is two steps - learn and apply (repeated over and over) - and you can learn 10x faster and easier than everybody else… who has the advantage?

…Exactly.

 If you’re able to cycle through these two steps, this success loop, faster than others, you succeed faster than others as well. 

And if you have more success than others, you have more happiness… fulfillment… and more… than others as well (especially compared to “average speed” learners).

END

(FYI - This sample was written for demonstrating my copywriting skills… and wasn’t written for a client).
